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For the Latin School of Chicago, academic excellence is the school’s number one priority. The school 
understands the importance of creating an environment that enhances learning, making design an important 
part of the education equation.
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When the middle school renovated its classrooms and common 
areas in 2011–12, the Latin School installed carpet tiles by Shaw 
Contract. “For years, Latin was standardized on broadloom 
carpet,” said Kevin Bohlig, director of maintenance. “Institutionally, 
we are used to the uniformity of broadloom. Acclimating to carpet 
tile has taken time for us organizationally, but we are now seeing 
some of the product’s advantages.”

When it comes to maintenance, carpet tile is providing flexibility 
while simplifying maintenance. “Installation of the product went 
well. Spills and stains were easily handled with a hand held 
extraction machine. In cases where we needed to replace a tile, 
we were able to take care of that ourselves without any issues,” 
said Bohlig.

The Benefits of Modular Carpet 
Creating a solid foundation for learning

Carpet is our answer. It’s easier than anything else.

—Kevin Bohlig, director of maintenance. Latin School of Chicago

“Our previous broadloom product had a small scale dot pattern, 
which was a strain on the eyes,” he said. Latin installed Chroma 
tile, a multi-level loop product with a large-scale pattern, in place 
of broadloom. “In the classroom, staining is an issue. With the 
new Chroma tiles, it’s difficult to even tell if there’s a spill or stain 
because the pattern hides it from view. We specifically chose 
Chroma tile because the pattern and color will hide soiling.”

“Recycling carpet can be difficult or even a hassle. In some 
cases, demolition waste, such as carpet, just gets thrown away. 
While the recyclability of the Shaw Contract product wasn’t the 
number one selling point for Latin, it was an added bonus. We 
will definitely participate in the Shaw reclamation program in the 
future,” said Bohlig.

The newly renovated Latin School of Chicago is leveraging 
innovative commercial materials to create a modern space 
that promotes learning. Shaw Contract carpet tile is playing an 
important role by reducing noise, providing comfort underfoot, 
and creating a pleasing aesthetic throughout the space.

visit shawcontract.com to view more projects, order samples or locate your local account manager.
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